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“This is probably one of the best time-travels I’ve ever read. It’s rich with history, and the characters are completely

believable. I thought the author did a particularly great job with the hero—I could really fall in love with him!"

England, 2014. When Richard Lambert’s beloved wife dies, he thinks he will never find love again. Until, while

exploring a medieval tower, he falls from the steps—and into another time…

England, 1214. When Richard wakes, he’s in the body of his ancestor, who is near death from battle. As his wife

nurses him back to health, she finds he is not the cruel man she knew. And he discovers a second chance—with his

one and only love.

“What a fascinating book! Ms. Kelleher has taken time travel to a new level. Packed with energy and intrigue, this is

one not to miss! The time period is cleverly brought to life, and the author does a credible job of handling various

historical elements.”

—Amy Wilson, Literary Times

A SUPERB MEDIEVAL ROMANCE WITH A TIME TRAVEL TWIST

“A Once and Future Love is a passionate time travel romance that is based on a love that flows forever. Both

incarnations of Richard are fabulously drawn, but especially intriguing is the modern day soul coping with the loss

of a loved one. Kelleher’s novel [is] a spectacular Medieval romance with a time traveling twist.”
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—5 stars from Amazon Top Reviewer Harriet Klausner

“All lovers of time travel should look to acquire this book for their keeper shelves! Superb read!”

“Full of visceral detail, this book almost made me wish I could step in an English castle and vanish into the past.”
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